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\SuJtimer School Features
\yiany Varied Activities
ARTHUR FONTAINE '43
jjls Bates tried a new expertlB
. summer session for public
Uesehen and others who wished
• with graduate work. The
I"Rent's Report for the year 1919
y"*. a brief comment on the sumr'TcDOol advocating that the col1
continueto offer this opportunity
IMP
graduates. The enrollment at that
lS 106 students. For the most
lime
,n£V were teachers from many
r\ Engiand states working for their
uLier's Degree. One report evinces
ise at the much larger number of
,U
than women enrolled since such
"'proportion was most unusual for

rectors .this year offer art work for
beginners and advanced students
Asa G. Randall, landscape painter and
designer, formerly director of drawing
in the Providence R. I. schools will
give individual instruction in the practice and theory of painting. Besides
offering professional instruction for
teachers, the curriculum affords Instruction in improved supervisory
technique for secondary and elementary principals. Courses are given in
all the usual departments but the
methods are stressed rather than pure
knowledge. The maturity of the students makes it possible to intensify
the work so that much ground can be
covered in a six weeks two hour
,ny college.
It is apparent from thi3 that the course. The faculty of twenty-six is
umnier session was highly regarded drawn from many sources. Professors
Jchoiastically by those wishing to ob- from Bates, Bowdoln, University of
tain a Master's Degree. All the twenty- Maine, Dartmouth, Mass. State Teach„ years the school has been in ex- ers' College will ,be supplemented by
istence constant efforts 'have been high school teachers and executives
I-de io improve it. As enrollment in- from Massachusetts, Connecticut, Dell creased students asked for courses in aware, New Jersey, Ohio, New York,
I physical education instruction and and Texas. Director of Summer Sesother methods courses. By thus keep- sion Is Prof. Raymond L. Kendall.
ing abreast of the changing times Summer Students
more students were attracted every Have Sports Card
year. Unfortunately all did not go
The pattern of college life for the
well financially with this department graduate students follows closely that
of the college. In the depths of the of the regular students. On campus
depression public school teachers were there will be a comprehensive athletic
badly paid and in some cases were schedule chat offers something to innot paid at all. Financially, the teach-1 terest everyone. lectures, forums.
ers were in no position to indulge in dramatics, and music will make the
the luxury of graduate study. To pre- student wish the day were longer in
1 vent the summer session from running order that he might do everything. Not
1 up too great a deficit, the instructors content with crowding all these events
I very generously turned back a portion into six short weeks the teachers will
I of their salaries to defray expenses. All find that lakes, beaches, mountains,
] these years the standards never drop- and streams all conspire to make them
I ped. and the past few summers enroll- daydream over their books the way
Iment has increased markedly. Last their pupils do in springtime. To make
[rommer nearly 300 students attended the returned student feel at home and
line session as compared to the 100 stu- to furnish the true college atmosphere
dents of 1919.
the college gives final examinations
Continuing their policy of adding August 9. That is the finishing touch
Inew features to the curriculum the di- when a teacher comes back to school.

tnbmt
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\History Paints Hedge Lab As
\More Than Unsightly Structure
by Arthur Fontaine '43
Strangely enough even the widelawake men and women of Bates may
Ibe practically unaware of interesting
Idetelopments in their own sphere, the
Icampus. For instance, most of us
pass Htdge Lab quite often, and yet
me know the building only as an odd
•example of several types of architecluire merged to form a rather "unsightlly. imposing" structure. True, its
Irounded tower of smooth, red brick,
I lie pleasing aroh setting off the reIcessed, green front door, and the steep
■•late roof, these do stand out in rather
Isevere contrast to the obviously newler, rectangular wing jutting out to the
■left to double the area of the original
■building. Still other students know the
place only as a perpetual source of
lobnoxious fumes of hydrogen sulfide,
lor some other such "perfumed" gases.
I Made Possible

I By Gift
Of course there's another side to
Picture. And It is not blank. The
original Hedge Chemical Laboratory
»as made possible by the gift of Isaiah
9. Hedge, M. D., of Waukon, Iowa.
Fifty years ago the new laboratory
*as dedicated by the class of 1890.
Recently, 0n April 10, rededication
teremonlfs were held under the ausp'tes of the Lawrence Chemical Society. Three members of the original defecating class took part in the observface—Jennie L. Pratt of Auburn, MaN V. Wood of Lewiston, and Charles
f- Nichols of Portland, who incident-

ally, designed the marble plaque at
the entrance of Hedge. At the rededication Professor Walter B. Keighton
of Swathmore
College
dircussed
"Chemistry 50 years Ago and Today."
What more fitting place for such a talk
than Hedge Laboratory?
The tremendous strides of intii'.strial
chemistry during the past century have
been reflected in the Chemistry Department here. The small building so
proudly dedicated by the class whose
fifteen surviving members are planning
their 50th reunion at the coming Commencement, was more than doubled in
laboratory and classroom capacity in
1926. Steady expansion in courses and
equipment has followed.
Since Professor Walter A. Lawrence became head of the department
in 1921, courses in analytical and organic chemistry have been increased
and physica. chemistry has been intensified. Effort has been focused on
training students for industrial work
and for the pursuit of graduate studies. Bates graduates are to be found
in the laboratories of such industrial
plants as du Pont, Eastman Kodak,
Lever Brothers, Calco Chemical Co.,
etc., and in the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Others have earned their doctor's degree at Harvard, M. I. T.,
and other universities.
Chemistry Courses
Are Popular
About two hundred students are now
taking chemistry courses at Bates.
(Continued on Pas*

Fan)

prominent Seniors Make Plans
*or Graduate Study Next Fall
With graduation little more than a membership on the Board of the Pub°nth away many seniors have al- lishing Association.
Another would-be lawyer, Owen
Ndy made plans to continue their
Wheeler, is planning to attend Bosptudies
at
various
universities ton University Law School. His speak"roughout the country. Next Septem- ing career at college should serve him
* will find ihree students at Yale well here.
B.S. students, Robert Hulsizer and
vinity School: Leonard Clough,
w«abeth MacGr-jgor. and Charlie Edward Quinn. have accepted assisprooker. "Lennie" has been especially tantships at Wesleyan College in Conrtive in debating and other speaking necticut "Bob" has been active in the
r°rk- He was alr.o president of the Outing Club and the various scientiI r'stian Association this past year. fic organizations on campus. Hamil'ance Club and WAA have taken a ton Dormau is going to study medi°f Lib's time as well as other ac- cine at the University of Maryland.
■«•«. Charlie is well-known to the His activities have included Outing
7»ts on the gridiron, track, in the Club, football, membership in Student
Council and other campus organiza°'r and in several campus clubs.
*rvard claims two students with tions. Elizabeth Marks has been acalt Coffin at Law School and Ira cepted at the Massachusetts Institute
lklan
at the School of Arts and of Techonology. "Snippy" has been
"jnces. Prank nag f-ung tJm6 tQ ta_ active in the departments of Chemis\w '" his P'o^ram debating, frosh try and Biology since her entry at
°tb»H, STUDENT reporting, track college and is a member tf Bamsdell
m
embershlp in several clubs and Scientific Club.
Many other seniors plan to do gradzations. He was also president
■ Student Council this past year. uate work but have not as yet defi«bati
«g and journalsim hare been nitely decided where but their plans
ehie
' Interests of "Nick" plus will be reported in a later story.
n
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Students May Inspect New Dorm Soon
Student Orators Will Mrs, Laurent loins Seniors To Make 1st
Compete Here Monday French Department Drawings For Rooms
Will Fill Vacancy B
Due To Bertocci's
King Winter Raises
Musical Clubs Present
Leave
Of
Absence
Havoc With Sports
Broadcast Next Sunday

Clough Speaks
On Peace Hopes
In Present War
Leonard Clough '40 will be the College's representative in the finals of
the State Peace Oratorical Contest
on campus Monday night. The first
time in four years the contest finals
have been held here, representatives
of the four Maine colleges will appear
in the Little Theatre and deliver their
orations, all to be on some phase of
the general subject of World Peac
"Making This the War to End All
Wars" is the subject of dough's
speech. He qualified tor the finals by
winning the local contest here last
Wednesday, and a prize of ?40.
Judges for the contest will be William Sattler from the speech department of the University of New Hampshire, Rev. John F. Stearns of Auburn,
and Carl Getchell. Esq., of Lewiston.
Their judgments will mean the distribution of $100 worth of prizes among
the contestants.
William Sutherland '40 is in charge
of arrangements for the event.

Ivy Day Committees
Plan Feature Program
Ivy Day, the last grand holiday before Final Examinations begin, is already being discussed and planned
by members of the junior class, for
whom the Ivy Hop is the outstanding
formal affair of the year. President
Arthur Belliveau has appointed Fred
Whitten and Ernest Oberst to take
charge of the Hop and of the Ivy Day
exercises.
Oberst has announced that Ivy Day
speakers will be chosen by vc^e of the
class in the very near future. Members of the junior class who are assisting him are Jean Bertocci, Marilyn
Miller, Helens Woodward,John Anderson, Spofford Avery, and Richard Raymond.
The Hop, held on the evening of Ivy
Day, is going to be really outstanding, according to committee members.
Coming as it doeP on the day of last
classes. May 28, the affair takes on a
festive note, and Chairman Whitten
promises that thoughts of the coming
Final Exams will be driven from every
mind.
Appointed to the Decorations Committee are Jean Hyder, Harold Beattie, and John Howarth. In charge of
appointing of hosts and hostesses are
Tressa Braun, Barbara Fish, and Marjorie Lindquist. Barbara Abbott and
Finley Coggswell will take care of
tickets and refreshments, and Rich-ird
Wall nas charge of the printing of
programs.
■*.

Freshman Debaters Sweep
Honors At Dartmouth
Bates freshman debaters tied with
Harvard for first place In the Invitation Freshman Tournament at Dartmouth Friday and Saturday, each team
winning four of their five debates, and
at the toss Bates won the championship trophy.
Louise Chambers was voted the best
individual speaker of the tourney as
she and Valerie Saiving won from
Dartmouth and lost to the Harvard
frosh. Waldamar Flint tied with a
Harvard man for second honors as he
and Freeman Rawson won their three
debates with AmhSrst, Brown and
Williams. At" the extemporaneous
ispeaking contest conducted 'Friday
evening Rawson won the second prize.
Eric Lindell '40, debate manager, accompanied the teams to Hanover.

'Snowshoe' Becomes
Pride Of Parker Hall
Students show soft hearts this
week as one dorm adopts "Snowshoe" (who likes chapel), coal
. black canine, and another a feline
companion. The latter Is variously dubbed "Gentle Julia'' and
"Dickie", but usually goes where
the food is regardless of name.

Old Man Winder's sljy April
return has raised havoc with the
sports schedule I
On the ball nine's trip, Friday's
Amherst tussle has been called
off. Saturday's Jayvee game with
Hebron to have been played on
Garcelon, has been postponed.
Then the varsity was to have met
Maine's forces on the home field
Monday, but the athletic office reports that must be either postponed or possit.ly phiyea at Orouo.
If the condition of the outdoor
track is favorable, the varsity
team will stack up against Bowdoin Saturday as scheduled; if
not, the meet will be Monday, and
if weather and ground conditions
still prohibit, the meet may be
cancelled.
The frosh track meet vs. Bridgton Academy scheduled for Friday
here will either be deferred or
held in the cage.
Finally, the "would-be-' tennis
match with Tufts on Monday,
won't be!

C.A. Sponsors Fourth
Chapel Vesper Service
The fourth Vesper Service, sponsored by the Christian Association,
will be held in the Bates College Chapel on Sunday, April 28, from 4:30 to
5:30. The speaker of this aeiv.ee will
be the Rev. Roy Linden Minich, who?e
subject, "Religion that Works", should
be one of interest to students and faculty. He is well qualified to speak o:i
this topic, inasmuch as he has had
many contacts with young people, and
understands the conflicts which college students have about religion.

Prof. Harriet E. Laurent, graduate
of Smith College, and recently professor of History at the University of
Brussels in Belgium, will join the
Bates College French Department during the coming year, it was disclosed
with the issuance of the College Catalogue. The vacancy in the French Department is due to the iact that Prof.
Angelo Bertocci will take a one-year
leave of absence dur.ng 1940-1941.
Prof. Laurent is known on the Bans
campus to some extent, since this
summer will mark the second year
that she has been on the faculty of the
Bates Summer School. Prof. Raymond
L. Kendall, Director of the Summer
Session, had the opportunity to become personally acquainted with Prof.
Laurent, and he has described her as
"an exceptionally interesting personality—attractive, vivacious, versatile,
and a fine musician". He expressed
the opinion that "any student who
may have the opportunity to take any
of her courses should be counted very
fortunate".
She is an American woman, and
when the threatening situation In Europe seemed to be coming to a head
she resolved to leave her position in
Belgium and return with her two
children to her native country.
l'rof. Laurent receiveJ her Master's
degree at Middlebury College and
Brown University. Sbe has done work
on her doctjrate at Columbia University and the Sorbonne in Paris, and
received a research fellowship from
the Belgium-American Foundation in
Belgium. She has been a visiting lecturer in French at the Graduate
School of Modern Languages of Boston College; and recently was head of
the French Department at Burnham
Junior College.

On a radio broadcast to originate in
the Chapel, Sunday at 3:30 p. m..
Bates again will be featured on the
Maine Schools on the Air series. The
men's glee club and the orphic orchestra, both under the direction of
Seldon T. Crafts, and a brief address
by President Clifton D. Gray are the
main scheduled events for the broadcast, which will be put over the Maine
Broadcasting System, via the local
member, WCOU.
Eleanor Cook '40, John Marsh '43
and William Kuhn '43 are scheduled
for solos. The public is invited to attend the broadcast.

U. S. Peace Committee
Honors Sutherland
William, Sutherland '40, chairman
of the Peace Commission of the Christian Association, has been honored
with a citation by the United Student
Peace Committee "for outstanding and
meritorious service to the students and
youth of America in their eflorts for
peace."
Sutherland, varsity tennis man and
last year's president of the Politics
Club, has long been active in sponsoring and organizing demonstrations
against war. The citation credits him
with "outstanding organizational work
in a small college."
The award is in the form of an honorable mention in the annual bestowal
of the Medal of the Legion of Honor
for Peace. Jack McMichael, Chairman
of the American Youth Congress and
a student at the Union Theological
Seminary, received the medal, and
eight other college students throughout the country were given honorable
mention.
—

Mr. Ross Expects
_Open House To Be
Held During Week
If present plans materialize, drawing by lots for rooms in the new men's
dormitory now nearing completion on
Bardwell street will be made within
the next week, it has been announced
by Bursar Norman Ross. Before the
drawings—possibly the latter part of
this week—an inspection day will be
set aside to enable the student body
to have an opportunity to look through
the new building.
The contractor is unable to promise
at this time just when the inspection
day will occur, but a notice will be
■posted on the bulletin board shortly.
Although the entire structure will not
be ready, a good idea of accommodations can be had.
Soon after the open house, an announcement will be made as to the
time and place for the initial drawings by the seniors (now juniors). After the seniors have been given prior
choice, next year's juniors will take
part in a separate drawing. Mr. Ross
advises all those who are interested
in obtaining rooms to arrange themselves in groups of eight, and it is
hoped that the drawing can then be
made by the group as a whole. Each
section of eight will then have the
chance to select an entire suite, the
order of selection to be determined by
the draw.
Mr. Ross stated that although the
original estimated cost of the building
was $150,000, he didn't think we'd
get out of it for that".
One hundred thirty-four dollars has
been officially set as the per person
price for all rooms by the year. Additional information may be obtained
from some of the pamphlets arranged
by the administration, or by attending the open bouse, where Mr. Ross
will present his new charge in* person.

After the Vesper Service, there will
be a Forum held in the Women's
Locker Building. Supper will be served, after which there will be an opThe annual initiation of the newly
portunity for those who are Interested, to ask questions, and talk person- elected members to the Bates Chapter
"Despite the freezing weather and
of Phi Beta Kappa wi ' take place in
ally with Rev. Mr. Minich.
snow, the new staff of the 'Buffoon'
Chase Hall tomorrow evening with
Mr. Minich has been the pastor of
promises that its first issue will be
Judge Lauren Sanborn of Portland,
the First Congregational Church of
slightly more than tepid." From the
Bates alumnus and a trustee of th
Maiden for several years, and is a
depths of Old West Parker, Editor-inCollege, as the principal speaker.
graduate of Ursinus College, CollegeChief Joseph Millerick'and Managing
The ceremony will Degiu at five
ville, Pa. He has been recently notiEditor Leo Mulhearn issued to the
Health Week drew to a climax Frio'clock in the Chase Hall Music Room
fied that his alma mater will confer
press the foregoing pledge in a re- day evening with the presentation of
At this time the new members will be
cent interview.
on him a Doctor of Divinity degree
a plaque to Betty Bates, an honor
given the official initiation. Followat the commencement in June.
According to the new editors, sev- given this year to a sophomore, Jane
ing, the newly elected members and
eral changes have been made in the Hathaway who was also a contestant
the invited guests will adjourn to the
magazine, especially from the stand- last year. Of the 25 contestants Jane
Assembly Room where they will be
point of material, and these changes was chosen as the neatest and most
served their annual banquet. The eight
pave the way toward the desired im- attractive coed. Runner-up for this
new members with their Phi Beta
provement of the "Buffoon".
award was Barbara Jean Fish '41.
Kappa keys are: Douglas E. Bragdon,
Satire, wit and humor run ram°pant
"The Merchant of Venice", final Leonard G. Clough, Frank M. Coffin,
The week's program included, as
presentation of the Robinson Players Mary A. Gozonsky, Donald F. Magg , through the articles of "Red" Raftery,
well,
in its schedule, a talk Tuesday"Anxious
Al"
Topham,
and
"Ace"
for this season, will pe presented at Alfred W. Morse, Ira K. Nahikian
night by Miss Wiedekind from ElizaTuller.
Lysander
Kemp
Jr.
bursts
:
Little Theatre on the even ngs of May and Ruth E. Sprague.
forth with a 1940 version of Mother beth Arden's Beauty Salon in Boston.
16 and 17. Miss Lavinia Schaeffer, diPhi Beta Kappa is the honorary deGoose
in verse to keep pace with a Wednesday night the various houses
rector, has announced that Cassie gree bestowed upon those student
Poshkus '40 and John Marsh '43 have who have attained the highest scho- snappy page of Letters to the Editor. competed in a song contest, won by
Cheney House whose song was enbeen chosen for the leading parts of lastic grades throughout their four Feature articles on women's fashions,
seen on campus, current swing notes, titled "Simple Health Rules", with
Portia and Shylock.
college years. This year Bates has iniports and a brand new column givt Hacker House second. Thursday night
Marsh's Shylock will interpret the augurated a new policy concerning
in the skit competition" Hacker House
the issue lots of campus appeal.
rich Jew sympathetically, as a tragic the membership to Phi Beta Kapp..
The new staff has established its took first with "Land of PiNOchio and
character rather than as a villainous At the end of the first semester it was
neutral patrol on Lake Andrews PiYESchio", Frye Street House was
one. Miss Poshkus will be remembered announced that eight members of the
and offers pictorial proofin a page of second, and Cheney third. Throughout
for her achievements in "Cradle Song" senior class had been honored with
candids, while Alan Sawyers cartoons the week the dorms have been comthis degree. Again in June, at the end
and "Life in New York".
brighten up the few remaining dark peting in the fruit-selling. Hacker beOther members of the cast include: of the second semester, there will be corners. •
ing the one which sold the most
Antonio, a merchant of Venice, Char- several "more additional members
The efforts of the Millerick regime
On Friday evening the Health Week
les Buck '42; Bassanlo, his friend, elected to the chapter.
will be offered for campus approval
banner was awarded to Hacker Houso
Leslie Thomas '40; Gratiano, friend
Friday. "Don't say we didn't warn
which, as a result of the competition
to Antonio and Bassanlo, Ralph Tulyou!" say Joe and Leo.
throughout the week, had gained the
ler '42; Lorenzo, John Tierney 42;
largest number of points.
Awards
Jessica, daughter of Shylock, Priscilla
were also made to those at the posHall '40; Solanio, Richard Wall '41;
ture-winning table Thursday night:
Salarino, John Anderson '41; Nerissa,
"Melody Showers", the treshman
Jean Davis, Grace HslHwelL Bernice
Rowena Fairchild '41; Duke of Ven- sport dance scheduled for May 4th,
Lord, Frances Clay, Patricia Atwater,
ice, George Kirwin '42; Prince of Mo- promises to be a novel affair. As an
The Sophomore Girls' Dance take
rocco, William Sutherland '40; Prince added feature of the evening a King place this Friday. ApriP26, from 7:30 Esther Strout, Carolyn Hayden, and
of Arragon, Raymond Cool '40; Sa- and Queen of Shower.s wil1 be chosen to 11:00 at Chase Hall. Betty Moore, Boots McNally, all seniors.
lerio, Ernest Johnson '42; Launcelot. to reign over a land of melody. The chairman of the committee, has anPriscilla Simpson '42, chairman of
Samuel Stoddard '43; Tubal, Robert method of choice has not yet been nounced the chaperones as being Pro- the Health Week program, made the
divulged by the committee.
Plaisted '40.
fessor and Mrs. Samuel Harms and awards. Remaining "committee memCarrying out the original theme, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Spinks.
Miss Schaeffer is being assisted by
bers included Judy Handy '42 in
For the most part decorations will charge of hikes; Elaine Humphrey
Miss Barbara Kendall and by student 'meloay showers", the decorations
directors, Pauline Chayer '40 and and programs will be a pleasant sur- consist of spring flowers.
'42 and Dorothea Ross '42, fruit-sellAs previously stated, music Is to be ing; Jean Keneston '42, skits; Natalie
Elizabeth Swann '41. Rehearsals are prise. The Bobcats will supply the
well under way, and work on stage music. Chaperones, guests, and com- furnished by Lloyd Rafnell's orches- Webber '42, songs; Frances Wallace
decorations is also progressing satis- mittee members will be announced tra, and there will be ten dances and "41, publicity; and Betty Moore '42,
later.
' two extras.
factorily.
Betty Bates committee.

Sanborn Addresses
New PBK Members

Buffoon Rushes Tepid
Spring In Torrid Issue

Jane Hathaway Wins
Betty Bates Plaque

Marsh, Poshkus Head
Actors In "Merchant"

Freshman Sports Hop
Features Novel Theme

Sophomore Girls Present
Dance Friday Night
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(T*L 8-8364;

BROOKS W. HAMILTON '41

MANAGING EDITOR .. (Tel. 688-J)
EDWARD F. BOOTH '41
Assistant*: John Robinson '42, Ruth J. Stevens '42. Barbara Abbott "41.
Atao Puranen'41. William Worthy '42, George Hammond '43, Margaret Soper '43, Marion Thomas '41, Janice Jaynes "42.
NEWS EDITOR
(TeL 8-8364)
RALPH F. TDLLER '42
Assistants: Forensics, David Nichols '42.
Reporters. John Robinson '42, Frank Brown '41. Richard Dearborn '41,
James Walsh '41, Durant Brown '42, David Kahn '42, Lysander Kemp
•42, William Worthy '42, David Nickerson '42, Marcel Boucher '43,
We'ston Cate Jr. '43, Guy Campbell '43, Melvin Day '43, Gerard Jacques
■43, Mitchell Melnick '43.
<
WOMEN'S EDITOR .. (Tel. 2573-M)
ANNETTA BARRUS 41
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41. Frances Wallace '41,
Ruth Sanford '41, Jean Ryder '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne Lowther '41, Edith Hunt '41, Catherine Winne '41, Ruth Stevens '42,
Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, Elizabeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore
'42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Margaret Soper '43, June Atkins '43,
Elia Santilli "43. Jeanne Grenan 43, Elaine Younger '43.
SPORTS EDITOR .... (Tel. 8-8364)
Staff: Allan Rollins '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, David
Turadian '42, Marcel Boucher '43. Myles Delano
■43, George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43. John
Smith '43.
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JOHN DONOVAN '42
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flAZE DREAMINQ Campus Camera

Tapper claims he went to Mechanic
Falls where the girls' basketball team
swooned but any similarity between
persons living or dead is purely coincidental. . .Dreamer!...
Speaking of falls, Cassie is in Lisbon where now an ardent desire for
wisdom continues to fill the hearts and
study hall8...even after school-•.
After an imprsesive week of mourning at the old homestead (Milliken)
accented by a floral wreath and draped picture, our favorite Briggs' son
returned from Kents Hill for the week
end with ONLY a swollen Jaw...Borrow your horses' blinders next time
Roy...
It's not just the Seniors that do the
teaching.. .How about the sub-freshmen who taught Hasty Thompson to
play "Oh, Shucks!".. .And the freshman who is teaching Buccigross and
the whole top floor of East Parker to
laugh all over again...

Popular Government On Campus

•re not mind-readers. We have to tell them!

i

FROM THE NEW&
by Ruth Sanford '41

TEACHER OF THE WEEK: The
practice teacher who practices, not
necessarily what he preaches to the
babes back to Bates.. .Way down thar
in the potato country where the woods
are full of wild and wicious women
(Hi, Holly! How's Johnny?) and each
male specimen of homo sap(iens) has
hallowed a concave crevice by ye olde
corner drugge store (How was it,
Carolyn?) we vote for Maine as the
pure and simple vacationland of u.
nation...

KEN HALL.RENSSELAER Pay STUDENT
ATTENDED 100 DIFFERENT SCHOOLS DURING
HIS FIRST EIGHT SCHOOL YEARS /

THE BELL THAT CALLS
CDLBy COLLEGE STU- i
DENTS TO CLASS BEARS
THE HALLMARK'
PAUL REVERE 8- GO. 1824.

Cosmopolitan Note Features
National Y.W.C.A. Convention

Another freshman, Helen L'lilch, is
teaching Coorssen to practice the old
Published weekly during the college National Advertising Service, Inc. "One, two" in waltz time... Dis ease
ColUu Publilbtri RrprcteMain r
with which the Discus and Ski pracyea* by the Students of Bates College 4 20 MSJSJMM AVI.
Niw YORK. N. Y.
By HARRIET E. WHITE '41
.
i IM '■•■in • JAi ruaciaco
tices disease teaches Quinn for one
Ten girls were gathered around the
that a shave a week keeps the coed table in the restaurant, their first item
away.. .or doesn't it make any differof business was getting to know each
ence, Connie ?...
Member
other—''We'll all introduce ourselves,
Enured at second-class matter all
Cheney teaches the .coed to be you start," I said to the girl next to
Associated Cblle6iate Press
the Post Office, Lewiston, Maine
''snifflefree" ... Rathead practices me, and *so the tt-oUcaU started—
Distributor of
Subscription . . . $2^0 per year while Stiles and Sanblom teach... Marydale Marsh, Ohio; Miriam Mcin advance
The practice teaching fever has even Gaw, Tennessee; Thelma Bugher, New
Cb.le6icrteDi6est
invaded the minds (and?) of our prize York; Leah Ma lone, Massarhusetts;
juniors Belliveau and Witty.. .Artie Dorothy Murdock, Oklahoma; Doris
co-taught with enthusiasm in the Knapp, California; Eleanor Smith,
commercial department at Cushing Nebraska; Margaret Fisher, Texas;
One of the avowed purposes of education being to prepare with the charming daughter of a and Peg White, Maine. As the ConBates housemother-..And Brud high- vention went on and we continued
youth for its responsible place in citizenship, we have on campus a ly approves of physical education to
travel around in that group together, we became less and less imStudent Council and a Student Government. By means of these we classes for women...
pressed with our geographical districan learn first hand the processes involved in democratic govern- But many do not preach here any bution. It certainly didn't make any
more.. .they practice...
difference when we decided to wear
ment
k.
sport clothes, everyone showed up
in
'saddles', skirts and sweaters, kerThat the anonymous attempt last week to arouse students to
CLUB KOTES
chiefs and ankle socks—all patterned
a chapel strike should turn into such a ridiculous failure shows the Sodalitas Latina
alike. It didn't make any major diffSodaliftas IJatlna met Wednesday erence in our ideas on some of the
general faith in the organized governing bodies as being adequate
evening, April 17. Mrs. Whittum, sis- major issues cither. We all agreed
to handle such problems as chapel.
ter of Mrs. Roberts, who is advi- that we wanted to keep peace for the
sor for the Latin Club of Maiden High United States at any cost; M-day plans
The Student Council, we believe, is now really in a position to School, spoke to the society on the were taboo for .11 tf us; racial dis-j
control of classes and games used to criminauon, we agreed, was deplor" ... . improve the general conditions of student life." (Article 11 interest Latin students. Talks were able; "God is", was the credo for all
also given by Marion Thomas and of us.
of the Constitution, entitled "Purpose").
Marilyn Miller on the Uves of Cicero Girls Keep
*
The Council, we point out, did not gain this position by an in- and Virgil respectively.
Late Hours
La Petite Academic
There were one hundred and twentydifferent or pessimistic attitude; nor by intimidation, unreasonLa Petite Academie held its meet- flve students at the National YWCA
able demands, or by rousing students to the use of violent tactics. ing Tuesday evening, April 16. Pro- Convention in Atlantic City, one very
fessor Angelo Bertocci used slides to minute fraction of the whole twentyIndeed these latter have never been necessary.
demonstrate Roman and French archi- five hundred enrollment. And from
the time Eleanor Smith, chairman of
tecture.
No, the Council by a long range policy of promoting co-operathe Student Assembly, called our
Outing Club
tion and understanding between faculty, students, and administra- The monthly meeting of the OutMuch material for the "Garnet"
tion has gained its power; power to he used reasonably, with ac- ing Club took place Thursday evening. Club.
April 18. George Kolstad showed col- was read and discussed.
tion backed by careful decision. These are the means by which ored movies which he had taken on MacFarlane Club
democratic government makes its biggest strides forward. (Would- the Appalachian Trail, Bates campus, The MacFarlane Club was unable to
and on the Washington Birthday trip hold its meeting this week because of
be reformers take note).
to Sabattus mountain. Clyde Glover the inability of Mr. Russell Ames
drew a map of the Bates section of Cook, conductor of the Portland SymNow the campus governments &n well on their way into an- the Appalachian Trail which is forty phony Orchestra, to attend the meetmiles in length. The Bates Outing ing. However, the club has purchased
other term of activity. They are there to make our college life more Club
clears out this section every tickets for Mr. Cook's concert Tuesday evening, April 23, in Portland.
purposeful in things beyond academic endeavor. Let's use them for spring.
Installation of new officers will
Spofford
Club
that. The relatively small attendance at some of the men's assemtake
place at the next meeting.
The Spofford Club held its most reblies this year signifies not a decrease in interest of the Council cent meeting before the spring vaca- Ramsdell Scientific
members, but of the students. The Council itself is only the head tion. The purpose of the meeting was Ramsdell Scientific Society held a
to elect new officers. Those elected business meeting Tuesday evening, at
of the Bates College Assembly, of which all students are members. were: President, CynttXa Foster; which was discussed the date of the
In order to fulfill its partial duty of improving "the general condi- vice-president, Barbara White; secre- tea to be given for the science profestary, John Prokop. The club met in sors and their wives. A committee wag
tions of student life" the Council must know student opinion: They conjunction with the Contributors chosen.
HIPRIIINTID FOR NATIONAL A-VCH: .-I NO «V

By Lea

meeting to order with the rema/k
"the female of the 'spcechies' Is
more deadly than the male, so I wont
make a long welcoming speech" until
Mrs. Austin Kimball of Buffalo, president of the National YW. called the
final meeting to order a week later,
we were run ragged. Ushering, committee meetings, resolutions, banquets
and, most of all, bull sessions kept us
busy for about eighteen hours a day,
that is when we weren't walking on
the sand at midnight, so the girls who
had never seen the ocean before could
get a good look at it; or riding bikes
along the boardwalk before breakfast to see the sunrise over the sea.
It was fun! Ideas flew thick and fast,
and because we knew We had only one
week to say all we had to say, word;
flew faster.

that

When the whole Convention was together each morning and evening—
industrial girl, business girl, student
and professional woman; Chinese, Indian, Negro, White, Japanese and Fillipino all in the same room we had
the (real basis for a cosmopolitan
gathering. "AndY^e w0 ,
.,
democratic proceS3_ ^^ ^ JJJ
mentary law, we had the real working basis for such a cosmopolitan
gathering.
Delegates Report
World Cond.tions
Women told us of the hardship the
Chinese, the Japanese, the Indian and
the English and German students were
enduring and we wondered how we
could ever worry again about ourselves. Miss Ruth Rouse told us so
poignantly of the needs of other
groups in our country, that we wondered how we could be so dissatisfied
with the disease of the status quo
there you have the real basis for creative action.
I think the most interesting fhing
wam^dU1ing °le Wh0,e Co^ention
was the change of emphasis which
the principal speakers brought to the
group's thinking. For the past two
years, the emphasis, largely on the
basis of current psychology and psychiatry, has been on helping the individual escape reality, "Recreation to
escape reality-', has been the battle
cry, keep people busy so they won't
be struck by the grimness of reality,

^d
L™"ty Wer6 °ne thin* *** the
mdividual another. Dr. Gregory Vlastos of Queen's University and Dr.
James S. Plant of the Essex County
Juvemle Clinic were the principal
speakers and their emphasis was to
let the individual escape from within
himself into reality, of helping the individual learn to control himself as a
part of reality. In the words of Dr
Plant; «*, must not impose the rhy-

partial arbitration plan to the settlement of a boundary dispute in
South America between Chile and Peru. But it was years, during
which warfare raged, before the countries took advantage of the
We Must Want Peace To Get It
plan. When they finally did, the question was quickly settled to the
outside wor,d n
We have heard of many proposals in recent years for setting
advantage and complete satisfaction of the parties involved.
2£Jf
^
° *• «**vldual,
but
help the individual disup means of peaceful settlement of disputes between nations, all
In other words, when they wanted to use peaceful means rath- coverhas own rhythm with the outside
based on the now quite generally accepted thesis that war is not a
er than war, they did.
fundamental, necessary part of man's make-up.
Atlantic City cooperated with the
We suggest this may be one underlying trouble with the southern
belles who had never seen
But why have peaceful means failed7 The answer we venture League of Nations, which now looks like a complete fiasco.
snow and it snowed Friday night.
Newsboys calling, "read all about it,
to say is partly that we must want peace to get it. Furthermore,
No, we cannot have peace by merely saying we want it. Last- a Gab,e dead sold
S £ft WOmen like
" h0t '««•>
cake8 w«*
peaceful means have not always failed.
ing peace must be earnestly and f uHy desired to the complete ex- Z^l\
» and
later had to cope with as irate a bunch
During the eighteenth century, as all high-school history stu- clusion of war by all countries, all people of the world, before it will of women as ever was. Clark Gable
wasnt even mentioned in the paper!
dents know, the United States government offered itself in an im- be an established fact.
Yes, I bought one too!

"Trojan horse" is the newest
phrase to appear in the foreign
news stories and it neatly sums
up Germany's newly disclosed
weapon of invasion. Like the ancient Greeks who ravaged Troy,
Hitler has secretly sent his
agents into areas he wished to
conquer so that tihey may be
weakened internally when he attacks with force. For a month or
more before it was invaded, Norway had received large numbers of German "trade envoys",
"tourists", and "correspondents". Last week it was revealed
how these people had encouraged
and financed underground proNazi movements, and spread propaganda designed to create a
paralyzing defeatism, so that
when the Nazi armies did strike,
they would meet a confused and
divided people. A similar technique was used in Poland before
its invasion last fall.

ing interned. ]n
country mobilizati0I1
way.
The neutral most i„ k,
light continues to fa, 1
who is trying to escape*
lied and German
sure by not selling
and oil to either of then,.
this, the prospect nf
the war and the ex
poor crop this year *J
to keep some reserves [1
self.
• •

Secretary Hull
Warns Japan

Foreseeing a general I
war, Japan intimated 1
that if the Netherla^]
overwhelmed, she would a
inherit the Dutch Eutj
Secretary Hull politely i
that the U.S. would no: M
idea. He is also concern!
Greenland, the possess^I
Neutrals Hasten
quered Denmark, since ;J
To Protect Selves
within the sphere of;;: J
With the results of these tac- Doctrine. The navy fafl
tics visible in Norway, Europe's first defense of the doej
neutrals have hastened to protect navy advocates saw op-;J
themselves from like treatment. in the situation and 11% j
Belgium, The Netherlands, Lux- obtain from the Senate
embourg, Switzerland, Sweden, appropriation for the •Rbo
Yugoslavia, and Rumania have building and running eta
taken steps to discover and res- Two new battleships willi»B*''"
mat<
train pro-Nazi elements. Police
knot
are keeping close watch on Nazi
Fc
• •
Sprl
sympathizers and German tourhen
ists. In Belgium aliens are beUam
Bill Would Curb
hurt
Power of Bureaus
Mg
Under the New Deal,aB<*«
tor*
trative bureaus which nM Tc
bine judicial and legislat»n«
ers have greatly incre&iof 4
number. There are «W
agencies such as the m
Commerce Commissic: I
Stu G Prexie
Praises Catalogue
both make regulations c
To the Editor:
force of laws, and settles
On behalf of the student body, the
Student Council wishes to express its about these rules and ini^
appreciation to the Department of of them. The Logan-Wi*
Public Relations and other officers of which comes up before*
the administration who aided it, foi
the new rearranged and revlse-3 cata- ate soon would curb the
logue issue of the Bulletin which ap- these agencies. Since
peared last week.
cases these agencies are*
As evidenced by comments from the
Students, it is clear that this new cat- ponsible to the elector**
alogue fulfills a much felt seed for a power may be danger*
modernized, up-to-date description of there is no doubt that it
the various parts of our college.
for speed and efficiency.
John Haskell '41. President
dent Roosevelt has
that he opposes the bill
will so slow up the govi
ALUMNI NOTES
Miss Priscilla A; Jones '38 was business. The adminiatn'*]
married on March 23, to Mr. "Kingsley
preparing for a battle in*
W. Hawthorne of New York City at
Saturday Cove, Maine. Mr. Hawthorne ate.

OPEN
FORUfljjj

attended the University of Syracuse.
Syracuse, N. Y., and is at present a
student at the Bangor Theological
Seminary, Bangor.
Elwood Ireland, Bates *2J, was recently made headmaster of Gould
Academy, Bethel.
Marita J. Dick of 1 Genoa street,
Worcester, Mass., is one of six graduate students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who have been
elected to Delta Omega, the national
honorary public health fraternity.
With chapters in six of the leading
universities of the country. Delta
Omega accepts members on the basis
of their scholastic excellence and professional promise. Miss Dick was
graduated from Bates la 1939. She is
now studying for an advanced degree
in the department of biology and public health at the Institute.
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Gornef Cramonc? Workers Start "Southern Trip" Today

Carl losselyn Fills
[first Base Vacancy
' Bobcat Nine Faces
Tufts In Opener
This Afternoon

By JACK STAHLBERGER '43
Fresh from an 11-2 victory over
I Bowdoin in an exhibition game the
1 varsity baseball squad will begin ac(ilvities in earnest with their annual
I southern trip to Massachusetts. The
Iteam leaves today and meets Tufts
I this afternoon and Spiingfield, AmIberst, and Northeastern on successive
I afternoons. It might be worthy of
I mention to note that not within the
■memory of Sumner Tapper, venerable
I manager, has this trip been completed
I without at least one game being snowled out, and from the present look of
■things this record is not in any immeIdiate danger of bleng broken.
I in Tufts. Springfield, Amherst and
(Northeastern the Bobcats will be
I meeting four nines which will proIvide plenty of stern competition, for
■oddly enough each of these teams is
Ifortlnwi with an exceptionally capa|b)e I.urlcr.
At Tufts, Bates will run up against
lAlan Hatch, one of New England's
Iflnest throwers. Hatch has defeated
iHarord five consecutive times during
■his career and has never suffered a
■reverse at the hands of the Crimson.
The rest of the Jumbo team bids tair
live up to the excellent standard
t by other teams coached by Judge
Nash who combines sitting on the
udicial bench and the baseball bench
ogood advantage.
Amherst Pitcher
Had Bees' Tryont
At Springfield, the Bobcats will get
i chance to look at the slants of Ray
Schmidt, veteran Gymnast pitcher,
rho has played with Hasty Thomplon and Dick Thompson on the Wotimbo Indians. Incidentally, Springfield, being Coach Mansfield's alma
mater will have a double motive for
knocking off the Bobcats.
Following the engagement with
Springfield, the Garnet travels to Amkerst to face the offerings of Ace Williams. Williams, an exceptionally good
purler, worked out with the Boston
who were impressed with his
wssibilities and marked him for funre reference.
To close out the Jaunt the Bobcats
renew their acquaintance with the
Northeastern Huskies at Boston. Two
at the Husky players, Pajonas and
[ummo on rw Foorl

SPORT SHOTS
By JOHN DONOVAN '42
We see by the papers that Roger
Stearns has been elected President of
the Athletic Association at the University of Maine. Stearns is an AllMaine end and a varsity basketball
Player at the Orono Institution. Bates
people will remember him as the little
fellow who made a nuisance of himself last fall by consistently snaring
passes that no ordinary mortal could
have laid hands on. Indeed, Mr.
Stearns was a fly in the Bates ointment one certain afternoon last fall.
That is, he was until Mr. John, alias
Bud, Malone stepped Jn and took
thinks over. Remember?
Edward P. Barrcws, son of Maine's
governor, will represent the junior
class at Maine on the same Athletic
Association next year. Wnile hie father is driving the money changers
from the Augusta temple, young Mr.
Barrows is playing football and baseball in Orono.

Don't forget the Paul Junior-Henry
Armstrong entanglement on Friday
evening.
• » *

• • •
Hits and Bits
Coach Mansfield could put an allspectacled infield onto the Garcelon
diamond any afternoon. Hasty Thomp- '
son. Art Belliveau, Lou Hervey, and
Kipper Josselyn all wear glasses. (We
tried to suppress this) What a spectacle!
In the practice game at Bowdoin
Wednesday, Bates players went to
bat 39 times and struck out only
thrice. In Friday's exhibition game,
the Bobcats had 36 official times at
bat and again only three strikeouts.
Not bad for a team that had had very
little batting practice and no previous
outdoor rehearsal.

Bobcats Trounce Track Teams Open
Seniors Take Lead
Bowdoin In Debut Seasons This Weekend In Interclass Meet
All Racing Events
Postponed; Will
Be Run Out Doors

Hervey, Witty Hit
Hard; Webster,
Shiff Impressive

The varsity tracksters will open The freshman track team opens its
their Spring Season Saturday against outdoor season next Friday afternoon
the powers that be from Bowdoin. by entertaining Bridgton Academy and
This Is the initial intercollegiate meet, Portland High School in a triangular
Reports emitting from the cage of
Don't look elsewhere In the paper
The varsity baseball team ushered on campus, of the so-called outdoor meet As this is the first outdoor meet
for a preview of the baseball game in the 1940 season with a solid 11-2 sport. Much of the meet will probably of the season, it is impossible to make the Bates Gymnasium indicate that
with the University of Maine which is victory over the Bowdoin pastimers have to be held in the cage unless the a comparison of the relative strensrlh there has been a crime on campus.
scheduled for April 29th on Garcelon last Friday afternoon in Brunswick. weather man should change his mind of the teams. However, the Bobkitten King Winter has kidnapped the long
squad remains the same "with the ex- waited for Interclass track meet In
Field—because here it Is.
However. Coach Wendell Mansfield s suddenly.
According to Coach Mansfield this men banged out 10 hits, earned oniy
The meet should be very lopsided ception of two newcomers, Borden describing the meet which will not be
seen more of on the campus until old
encounter ia too far removed from four of tnelr runs as a green dowu- with the state champions of the win- and Corbett
Every
indication
points
to
the
fact
Sol pays the ransom, tho following
the present to make any definite an- state team chalked up lour wroth. tei season falling beneath a wellnouncements concerning It. However, The Bowdoin plcuiers looi*eu worse rounded Johnny McGee team. Bow- that the frosh forces will again be description of the present condition
the storting line-up will probably in- inan woefully weak as they addeu to doin was the runner-up in the winter led by McLauthlin and Lyford, both of the meet Is as follows: Tho senclude the same infleld that worked tne confusion by emitting ten fre season, forfeiting the state champion- of whom starred this past winter. iors were at the time of the tempoFriday's exhibition game at Bowdoin. passes.
ship title to our delegates. The stars Others to watch include Borden, Cor- rary postponement leading the underbett, and Welch in the longer races; class men with a score of 24 scored
That is—Hasty Thompson at third,
ou-ougely enough it waa diminutive of the down state college are so plenArt Belliveau at short, Lou Hervey at Lou Hervey, talkative Jim Sulliva:, tiful that in the words of Coach Gates and Thompson in the dashes; points. The sophomores are next In
Boucher in the pole vault; Tufts and the parade with a present tally of 15
second and Kipper Josselyn at first.
and twirler Brud Witty who account- Thompson, "They have to have trial Winston in the hurdles and high points. The freshmen have collected
Julie Thompson seems to have the
runs among themselves to see who
ed for eight of the Garnet bingles.
left pasture well administered, his
will be permitted in each individual jump; Matzilevich, Stirling and Sweet 11 points while the Junior class brings
Hervey Is noted for smooth accurate
brother Dick has renewed last year's
meet to compete for them." Where the in the weight events; and Gvict and up the rear with a present collection
nelding. O'Sullivan is the Bates depenlease on the center portion and Brud
local gentlemen of the turf lack their Howarth in the broad Jump. Corbett. of five markers.
dable backstop, and Witty is a pitchWitty will handle right if he dees not
maximum entry numbers for eac^ who has been laid up with an operaThe above scoring is a result of
er and occasional outfielder but none
pitch. Jim O'Sullivan will catch and
event. Bowdoin offers to fill in the va- tion, showed great prospects during five events run off in the cage—in the
of these men have heretofore been
the cross-country season and should
the twirler is undecided as yet
cant places with her own delegatesline of field events. Coach Thompson
noted especially for their hitting
strengthen
the milers considerably.
reports that the rest of the meet will
Now for a glimpse at Maine's force., ability. However such things do hap- just to make it interesting.
Coach Thompson said that up to be held out-of-doors if the team has
Perkins Sparkplug
and immediately we find that Coach
pen and Coach Mansfield no doubt
the
present time weather conditions to wait until Memorial day—or even
Bnl
Kenyon is having his troubles,
hopes they will continue to. Art Bel- Of Field Kvcnts
have hindered outdoor practice ses- the Fourth of July. Which means that
At an
y rate he is having difficulty in
The White team will be sparked by sions. Thus, if old man weather would
liveau and the Thompson trio are gendec
iding who will play where. He h s
the rest of the meet will be held from
erally considered to be the sluggers National Champion Weight-tosser give us a break with plenty of warm
time
to time among the practice seshurlers in quantity, but their qualit.
of the Bobcat s.uad but Friday they Niles Perkins, who along with Pratt spring-like weather it would be a sions of the regular season."'
has not yet been put to any valid test. were unable to produce even collec- and Boulter, present an all-too-for- blessing to the track team.
Ed Dangler, last years frosh ace, re- tively one solitary hit
midable front in the field events. BowThe high score of the meet at this
portedly has looked good in practice Hasty Thompson,
doin also has an army of discus and
reading is Gentleman John Slgbee of
sessions and Frank Shearer, a Junior, Josselyn Star
javelin tossers. Of course, if the meet
the class of 1942. John has tallied a
is being termed "the find of the year"
Especially gratifying to Bates fans Is held in the seclusion of the cage,
total of nine points via a first in the
Other potential pitchers are Mann, was the superb performance of Cap- the latter, and possibly the former,
shot put, a second in the discus and
Chase. Duby, Small and Millay.
lain Hasty Thompson on third. Hasty event will be on the taboo list.
The Bates jayvee baseball team will a fourth in the pole vault. Mai
Neal Allen, captain of the winter open its seven-game schedule when it Holmes of the leading senior class,
No one has yet been definitely de- has been bothered by a reluctaat-tosignated as a receiver for the Bears. heal leg which was broken last sum- season, claimed the honor of tying for meets Hebron Academy nine here at has garnered eigh4, points for his
(OoatlBoad OB Pw Fowj
mer and last week, as 111 luck would the world record in the high hurdles Garcelon Field on April 27. As yet class by claiming the winner's wreath
have it, he twisted his good ankle ia while competing in the Dartmouth Coach Mansfield has not decided upon in the pole vault and as second place
a,practice session. However, ha ca- meet early in the snowed-in season. his starting lineup.
In the broad-Jump—which was won
vorted around the hot corner like a Ray Huling assists "El Capitan" in
Frank Mullet, Sam Nader, Did by the freshman sensation. Ken LyTufts
big-leaguer and handled six chances both the high and lows. During the Stouton. and Fred Stafford seem to be ford. Hibbard, who grabbed the top
without any noticeable difficulty. He win/ter season, Allen constantly assured of pitcher's position, with Al honor in the discus event and a third
made one stop in the first that was claimed the lead in the highs to be Topham, Paul Smith and Jack Hen- in the shot claims the third place in
The tennis team is scheduled to
sensational—to say the least. Hervey followed closely by Huling for his nessey for receivers. At first base this present standing with seven
open their season Monday with a
and Belliveau seemed to be in mid- second. These lads went on in the either Kyp Josselyn, Nick Condos or points.
match with Tufts. However, It is
soason form in spite of the fact that lows to claim the laurels in reverse Bud Malone will start The fight for
It is well that the running events
doubtful if the courts will be playsecond is really hot with "Red"
they had been outdoors only once pre- order.
should be postponed from the fana"
viously.
able, and in that case the match
McKinney,
Laury
Tardiff
and
Don
In the running events, there is, of
angle—for the meet if held at the
will not be held. Tufts has three
While the bouquets are being given course, Charlie Pope, the diplomat of Kussell right in the thick of it Snor
out, a dozen orchids for Kipper Jos- the runway, who has been doing right will be held down either by Hugh present time would go on without the
veterans, Captain Linden, Wally
selyn, the freshman flash, who took well for his alma mater for the past Jennings or Al Aucoln. For the third services of record-breaker Bob McBaylies and George Bancroft.
over the initial sack. Hia work if it three years. Pete Babcock, sophomore base berth there is either "Doc" Fir- Lauthlin, who Is at present on the
Last year Lir|ien defeated Mai
continues in the same manner will discovery of the year in running tini or Del Johnson. Josselyn, Smith injured list due to a bit of ankle trouHolmes and Bill Howland In close
make Bates tans tend to forget Stan events, has cornered the market of and Johnson may ai< work in wltl the ble. The length of time that he will
be benched Is unknown at this time
three-set matches at the two
Bergeron, last yoars co-captain. Jos- mile runners. In the dashes, the Polar varsity, the first named locking very
—it rests in the doctor's hands.
good
in
the
exhibition
game
at
Bowselyn
handled
sixteen
chances
without
times that the Tuft? netmen met
Bears have Harvey Maguire and the
The summary of the meet at presany mishaps and his fine stab of Ste- aforementioned Huling. In the two doin last Friday, in the outfield probthe Bobcats. The team for the
vens' would-be hit in the ninth was mile, Bowdoin is counting chiefly on ably Wally Driscoll, Miles Delano, or ent:
Garnet will probably consist of
par excellence.
Jones, of the Bowdoin Joneses. Harry Bob Sears will start, although the
Shot put: 1st, Sigsbee "42; 2nd,
Captain Howie Kenney, James
Shiff, Webster
Baldwin, who was laid up temporarily coach may use some of the pitchers Russell '40; 3rd, Hibbard '40; 4th,
Walsh, Bill Howland, Paul QulmShare Mound
with a cold during the winter, will be or second base candidates.
Parmenter '42. Distance: 44 ftTi in.
Because of the lack of space and
Dave Shiff and Don Webster shared among the White runners when they
by, Fred Whitten and Bill SuthDiscus: 1st, Hibbard '40; 2nd, Slgsthe mound duties and each did a good come to town to avenge a recent de- time, and also the conflict with aftererland,
Job. Shiff toiled four innings and was feat by Garnet forces on another field noon classes, Coach Mansfleld has not
been able to look over all of his
nicked for four hits. Webster pitched of sport.
charges thoroughly. As soon as the
five and allowed three bingles. He
Bowdoin Weak
ALL THE NEW AND
team can get outside, some of the felhad trouble in the seventh, but reIn Jumping Division
Jodphurs and Breeches
lows ought to develop fast and to bettired the side in order in three of the
In
the
pole
vault,
the
B's
of
Brunster
advantage.
other innings.
Not much Is known about the He— AT —
Bowdoin seemed to be pretty weak. wick hail the merits of one Stan
Graduation apparently did a Job on James, who developed beyond expec- bron team this year. The pitching
them. If they have any experienced tations during the past winter. In tho staff looks good with the addition of
240 COURT ST.
AUBURN
Iitchers, they n.iat be saving them same department, he will be assisted Bill Dyer, former mainstay of South
by Marble. The weakest divisions of Portland, Fred Glddlngs from Bangor,
for a rainy day or the senior prom.
the Bowdoin team appear to be the Herb Estes, star of the Lynn English
The box score:
broad and high jumps—in which they High and of the Lynn American Le-HATES
assxHsj
ab r bh po a
lack any outstanding stars. ,
gion teams, to last year's ace, Bill
Hervey, 2b
4 Q 3 3 1
Riding Coats
To face these delegates from down- Harrison of Walpole, Mass. Lou FerBelliveau, as
3 0 0 3 3
state.
Coach
Thompson
win
present
ranti, second sacker last season. Is
B, Thompson, cf .. 6 10 0 0
the following veterans from the win- vying for the catcher's position with
J. Thompson, If . . 4 1 0 0 0
ter season: In the weight division, Bud McKay, veteran receiver. Others
H. Thompson, 3b .. 3 10 2 4
George "The Rock" Russell, John who have looked good In practice sesJohnson, rf
1 0 0 0 0
Sigsbee, Carl Andrews and John Hib- sions held in the Hebron cage are Riding Accessories-Gloves-Crops
Witty, rt-3b
6 3 3 0 2
bard. In the mile; Warren Drury will Wally Savage from Bangor, Jim Boyle,
Boots-Shirts-Ties, etc.
O'Sullivan, c .... 6 3 1 6 0
carry
the
Bates
burden.
Charlie
GraiCharlestown,
Mass.,
and
Carl
MolyJosselyn, lb
4 1 114 2
chen and Al Rollins have to do the neux from Fall River, Mass.
Shiff, fc
0 0 0 0 0
honors
in the two-mile event. Charlie
Webster, p
20113
Is well remembered for his performTotals
28 11 10 27 14
Our Representative at Bates
ance in the winter meet with Maine
BOWDOIN
ab r bh po a
when he ran all of his competitors
Bell, rf-cf
5 0 0 1 1
NORTHEASTERN
into the ground. Of course, in this
Harding, 2b
4 0 2 0 4
meet the pair have to face the perUNIVERSITY
Dyer, if
« 0 1 6 1
RAND HALL
SAT IT WITH ICE CREAH
sistent Hagstrom of Bowdoin. Ike
Haldane, c
4 0 0 5 1
SCHOOL
LAW
Mabee
will
probably
be
among
the
Bonzagni, ss .... 3 0 0 11
DAT PROGRAM
ELM 8TBEET
leading Bates scorers in the running
Rocque, lb
3 0 0 10" 0
Three Years
events.
Coombs, 3b
4 1 8 1 1
EVENING PROGRAM
1904
Webster Will
Martin, cf
10 080
Four years
Not High Jump
• • •
Stevens, rf
* 1 1 1 1 0
A minimum oi two year* of college
George Coorssen, top tallier of the
Upham, p
0 0 0 0 0
ESTABLISHED 1871
work required for admission.
winter season, will participate in the
Patterson, p
2 0 0 0 1
A limited number of scholarship*
broad and high jumps as well as in
Luther, p
0 0 0 0 0
available to college graduates.
PHONE - 2143
both hurdle events. State high jump
Orr, x
1 0 0 0 0
LL.B. Degree conferred
title
holder,
Don
Webster,
is
definitely
Keefe, p
0 0 0 0 2
Admits men and women
29 Ash St. Lewiston Me.
out of this meet since he will be in
Tucker, z
0 0 0 0 0
47 MT. VEHNON ST„ BOSTON
Boston with the baseball team on SatNear State House
Totals
33 1" 7 27 12
urday. The dashes are the Bates quesx—bated for Luther in "the 7th
193 Middle Street
tion mark at present Ike Mabee is
1—batted tor Keefe in the 9th
SHTBT WOKS A
Droi Into
certain to take part. It is unknown
COLLEGE STBF.ET
SPECIALTY
at this writing whether Lynn Bussey
THE QUALITY SHOP
or Joe Shannon will be able to enter
118 College St 8 mln. from Campos
Agent
tny of the dashes.
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
JOE sHAinroir »*i
In the pole vault Don Maggs and
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
1H Ki.cs «f Shoe Repalrim*
8 West Parker
Mai Holmes will be strong threats
Have Yoa Tried Oar SOez Coffee!
for top honors.
67 College 8b
Lewiston, He.
Open 7 A. H. to 10:80 P. K.

J-V's Face Hebron
With Line-Up Uncertain

WJLA. Names Managers Weather May Cancel
For Spring SportS
Tennis Match
This week, with many of the girls
on campus still eating oranges as
an aftermath of Health Week, new!
seasons started for WAA activities.
'Ihis late Sprint; reason goes from
April 22 to May 24 and includes the
following activities: Tennis, bicycling,
archery, golf, oaseball and campcraft.
The managers for these sports, recently CHJSMI by tho board, are: Tennis, Martha Littlefleld; campcraft,
Priscilla Simpson; archery, Muriel
Swickes; bicycling, Elizabeth Stafford; and golf, Martha Burns.

POPULAR RECORDS

$2.95^up

Seavey'Si

Swede Jackets

$5.95 up

DORA CLARK TASH

- STUDIOS See AL ROLLINS *40
For Group Pictures Taken
For "MIRROR"

j

$9.95 up

A Bates Tradition
GEO. A. ROSS

Tottie Coney '40

of

Drink

cm m
Delicious and
Refreshing

Ice-cold Coca-Cola
is all pure refreshment. Its
taste satisfies completely
and a refreshed feeling follows that leaves you wanting nothing more.

*4USE THAT REFRES HE5
Bottled under authority of The Cocm-CoU Co. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street Auburn. Mo.

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
ncc.

The
Auburn
News

SHOE HOSPITAL

hen Buying Mention You Saw Their Ad In The STUDENT !
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THE BATES STCMST,
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AT THE THEATRES
Wei, Thans Fri, Sat.
April 24, 25, 26, 27
"Virginia City" with Errol Flynn
and Miriam Hopkins.
Suiu, MOB, Tues. - April 28, 29, SO
Shirley Temple in Maeterlinck's
"The Blue Bird".
AUBURN
Wed, amd Thors. - April 24 and 25
"Fighting 69th" with Pat O'Brien
and James Cagney.
Friday and Saturday ■ Apr. 2S, 27
"Shooting High" with Gene Autrey and I. Witham.
Sun., MOIL, Xiies. - April 28, 29, SO
"French Without Tears'* with
Helen Drew. Ray Milland.

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS
Promptly & Accurately Filled
Cor. College A Sabattus, Lewiston
TeU4220

WlOTSBAT, iWttJ^

Coeds Travel To U. Of Maine
To Debate Before Forum Today

Flyers Take Aviation
Exams For NAA Wings
If the members of the Bates Flyint
Club display their recently received
wing emblems with a certain amount
of pride, they may well be excused
in the light of the results of their
written exam for a private pilot's
license. The test was administered
last Thursday evening by an inspector
of the CAA.
Each applicant took two tests—one
on Rules and Regulations, one on
Navigation and Meterology—and there
was but one failure in the entire
forty exams. This failure will be made
up by another test at the end of a
month.

Bertha Bell '40 and Priscllla Bowles
'42 debate the University of Maine
this afternoon before a Women's Forum on the Orono campus opposing
the reelection of President Roosevelt
tor a third term.
• • •
This evening a Farmington State
Normal School audience will hear David Jennings '41 and William Sutherland '40 discuss isolation in a debate
with St. Michael's College of Vermont
• • •
Portland High School won the Interscholastic Debate Championship of
Maine in the Bates League finals here
Saturday morning and Robert Donovan of Portland was awarded the $100
scholarship for the best Individual
speaking in the tournament.

The flyers, before they receive their
licenses, must also pass a flight exam. It is planned to have the first
contingent take this test sometime
this week if the weather is favorable.
President Joseph Millerick of the
Flying Club also announces that an- Brown And Nichols Take
other open meeting of the club will Part In Rival Conventions
be held soon. He advises members and
Frank Brown '41 and David Nichols
others who may be interested to be on
'42
balanced campus' interest in nathe watch for announcements of furtional
affairs when they were delether plans.
gates ot their respectvie parties' convention — Brown as Androscoggin
Harold Edelman, graduate of West- County delegate to the Democratic
ern Reserve University, and native of
Cleveland, Ohio, has opened a gift convention at Bangor. and Nichols as
shop in Lewiston on Main street op- the Lincolnville delegate to the Republican convention in Portland.
posite the Empire.

David Nichols '42 and Robert Spencer '40 opposed the proposition that
President Roosevelt should be reelected in 1940 in a debate with Tufts College before Androscoggin Grange at
Greene Thursday evening.
• • •
Elizabeth Swann '41 and Jane
Woodbury '42 met Keuka College, and
Ira Nahikian '40 and Robert Spencer
•40 debated Dartmouth College in recent local debates.
• • •
About 25 high schools will be represented in the district elimination of
the Spear prize speaking contest to
be conducted Saturday morning and
afternoon In the Little Theatre and
Music Room with students of the Oral
Interpretation Class acting as Judges.

Hartley Ray Enters U. S.
Military Academy In June
Hartley C. Ray '42 has been notified
that he has successfully^passed all
his examinatlos for entrance to the
United States Military Academy at
West Point, and will enter the academy in July.
Ray took his mental examination
last October and his physical examination' last month. Last semester, he
a an honors list student.

Large Group Attends
Sto-G Tea At Rand Hall
A large group of eds and cc^s attended the Student <™*»£' £
Sunday afternoon at Rand Hall. Tb
committee, Dorothy D ole « an
Elaine Humphrey '42. planned • menu
of chicken salad, rolls, pickles, raspberry sherbet, cake, nuts and mints?he reception room was decorated
with bouquets of white flows.
The list of invited guests included
President and Mrs. C. D. Gray Profand Mrs. S. F. Harms. Dr. and Mrs.
L. W. Fisher. Prof, and Mrs. I* w.
Spinks. Pourers were Mrs. Nellie Libber. Mrs. Margaret Bisbee, Miss Rachel Metcalfe. and Mrs. George Chase.
Music was furnished by Frances Rolfe
•43 and Althea Comins '42.

Speech Classes Broadcast
For Tuberculoses Program
Twelve male members of Miss
Schaeffer's Speech classes, under the
direction of Miss Barbara Kendall
broadcasted a radio program entitled
"News Without Names" on behalf of
the Androscoggin Anti-Tuberculosis
Association last Wednesday night over
WCOU at 9 o'clock.
The group included Dean Lambert
'42, John James '42, Percy Knight '42,
Joseph McCullouerh '43, James McMurray '42, David Sawyer "43, Eugene
Sennett '43, Lester Smith '43. Carl
Steidal '43, Arnold Stinchfield '43, Robert Thorn '43 and William Walters
•4J.

Lambda Alpha Members
Fete Mothers At Tea Sun.

'0 town
I

mokers are buying 'em
two packs at a time" because Chest-

)

erfields are DEFINITELY MILDER, COOLERSMOKING and BETTER-TASTING.
Chesterfields are made from the world's
finest cigarette tobaccos and they're made
right. In size, in shape, in the way they burn
. . . everything about Chesterfield is just
right for your smoking pleasure.

The Lambda Alpha is holding a
mother-daughter tea April 28 in the
Town Room as their new furniture
makes its official debut. Invited faculty include Pres. and Mrs. Gray,
Dean Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Ross, Mrs. R. L. Foster and Mi s
Mabel Eaton. Pourers will include
Ruth Hawkins "40 Helen Greenleaf '41
and Anna Bend^ten '42.

Thirteen Men Leave For
"Southern Trip" Today
At eight o'clock this morning the
ball team left on the "southern trip".
On the bus wending its way to the
first game this afternoon at Tufts,
are Hasty, Dick and Julie Thompson,
Arthur Bellivea:i, Kipper Josselyn,
Lou fiervey, Erie Witty, Mike Matragano, Donald Webster, David Shin*.
James O'Sullivan, David Goldenberg,
Harold White.

2nd Plebiscite WiU
Follow Chapel Talk
A second campus plebiscite on
student opinion on peace and war
will be held after the series of
chapel talks this week by campus
personalities, * completed, According to Morgan Porteous '41,
president of the Politic* Ciuh,
sponsor.
At the completion of this second
poll, which is for the purpose of
determining whether time for
..thought will have any effect on
the results, the complete tabulation of results for both polls will
be released.

HEDGE LAB
UH——I tmm Tmm OMI
They include pre-medlcal students as
well as biology, physics, and mathematics majors. Annual inspection trips
are made to leading chemical plants
iu Massachusetts including oil and sugar refineries, soap factories, and gas
companies.
Other members of the teaching staff
include Prof. Fred C. Mahee, Prof.
William B. Thomas, and six student
assistants.
No, Hedge Chemical Laboratory Is
not just another building; it is rather
a place where teachers and students
have worked for an Immeasurable
number of aggregate hours, a testimonial to the faith of those who went before and made our present road at
Bates that much smoother.

DIAMOND WORKERS
I Continued tram Pas* Thra*]
Sullivan, are already well known to
the Garnet diamond demons for their
feats on the basketball court.
Pitchers Are
Looking Better
As the team readies itself to depart
the outlook for the season is .quite
rosy, the only doubtful quantity being
the pitchers, and at present they are
rounding into form surprisingly well.
The team is powerfully situated on
the defense and has no Tittle hitting
ability.
The vacancy at first base seems to
be well and capably plugged by Carl
"Kipper" Josselyn, popular freshman.
Josselyn gives the infield balance and
is a rather handy man with the club,
lacking only experience.
After this trip Bates fans should
have a good line on what to expect
from the ballmen during the rest of
the campaign, as they enter the State
series competition.

Fordham Univ.
SCHOOL
OFfi
BW YOfiK ^M
CASE SYSTEy
Three-Tear Dar r*
Four-Ie* Eve^.S
CO-EDUCATI0NS

Member Ass'n American i
College Degree or TJV&LI
College Work with GIVJI

Required far fc£s1

Transcript of Record >
„
. ..Furnished "Si
Morning, Early AftB„
Evening cfi^J
For further informal ,
REGISTRAR o A
FORDHAM LAW 5L I
2»Bro,dwaT,K.^

SPORT SHOTS
^
rOoatiBMd fro„, fvn _
Doc Gerrish has been nailed"'
the outfield to try backsw'
Ike Downes, formerly a ?"■
has tried his hand at rec^
Several men are battw?
of the infield spots. Right- *
Holmes at first, John BowJ*1
burn at second, Hal Whi!tell *
and Nat Crowley at third JfJ
possible starting group. If J'
rish does not catch he win b, '
a Job in the outer regioj,'
other outfielders remain naZ,
As a matter of fact all jfT*
lecture may prove to be J
about nothing. It is qufe _
that no game will be played U
the 29th. Garcelon Field slliw]
long way to go before it wQv.
able".
According to reports fro, L
way. Coach Bill Kenyon deforces seems to think that :j
will cop the State series. Hi>
Colby as the team to beat. So j
As for a prophetic guess a>u
will be State champs tils •»
prefer not to climb out onto u>
carious limbs at this point U
• • •
In case you are interested Bi
trimmed Colby 10-6 in an tvt
game on Saturday afternoon
terville. Tucker pitched for tin I
wick boys.
• • •
Notice—All State Series gaaaj
start at 3:30 p. m.
INTERCLASS TRACK
(Osauaasd from Pf Tknt]
bee '42; 3rd, Andrews '40; Itlij
menter "42. Distance: 131ft '.j
High Jump: 1st. Coorsje:
Boothby '42; 3rd, Winstm tf|
Maggs. Height: 5 ft S ii
Broad Jump: 1st, Lyfonf'ftj
Holmes '40; 3rd, Howard'«, I
Boothby '42. Distance: 20 tt i\
Pole vault: 1st, HOIFM '*
Maggs '40; 3rd, Boucher '*&■
Sigsbee '42.

S4 Ash St — LEJC — M Ash St,

Eddy's Photo Shop Do Your Photo Finist
Dr. Sweet To Present
Final Chapel Talk
Dr. Paul Sweet, history departmenc
instructor, will present the final talk
in the chapel series this week on
jeace and war, summarizing'the Issues
involved, before the second plebiscite
Is taken.

I

FlltTIQ Developed
r 11 Jill S and Printed
Reprints, never-fade Sc each
^™""^^^^^^™

^Ap WhypiJ
OUC
More?
—

S x 7 Enlargements *

48 HOLE SERVICE ^~"™—

THIS MAYBE LEAP-YEAR, BUT...
Correction
Finley Coggswell '41 is vice-president of the Publishing Association intead of the Christian Association, as
was said in the STUDENT last week.
IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS 8 for 10c

NOUN STUDIO
Over Lewiston Gas Light Co.
14 Ash St

'

• DON'T jump too hurriedly into
"any old job." Your college degree
is marketable, as many a businessbound graduate has found. Add
Fairfield training, and you have an
almost unbeatable combination in
the opinion of many employer*!
Fairfield*a executive secretarial
courses are designed to provide •
broad training for secretarial work
in business generally. Carefully

Lewiston, Mane

!l

The College Store
htm

FAIRFIELD
Call 4040

GOLF & TEN*

BATES 8TUDIHTS
UWISTOH, MArnt

BILL

Equipments

THE BARBER
tor
EDS and CO-EDS
Chase Hall . Hoars t 9-1S—1-4

Cssjiiilu 19*0. LIGGXTT a Mvus Toatoco Co.

SCHOOL
Distributors of
WEIGHT * D1TS0*

For Seal Conrtsoii Taxi

hesterfield

chosen electives
permit specialization in certain
fields attractive to
college women. Unusually effective
placement bureau. Warren H«D &
the pleasant home of oui-o'-"*'
girls. For catalog, addrtsr
MAMORIE A. LANDON. .--«*"
245 thrlbwMsk $».. *»*.. W*

Henry Nolin
Jewelry and Wateh Keyatrtag
79 Lisbon St, Lewtaten

.

TeL SIS

CLUBS from *8J)« ■»
TENNIS RACQUETS - i*01""

Lewiston Rubber
Corner Lisbon and

Norris-Hayden

"Complete Banking Service"

LAUNDRY

Lewiston Trust Co.

aTJBtTRir, ME.

rtU Ml*

LEWISTON, MAINE

Acsat
JACK MORRIS '41

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

